IT'S TIME FOR A BEAUTIFUL SWITCH.
The adorne collection makes life simply beautiful, putting a stylishly smart finishing touch on your home. Turn ordinary into extraordinary with switches, dimmers, and solutions that bring inspiration to life.

GOODBYE DULL. HELLO DAZZLING.

The adorne collection makes life simply beautiful, putting a stylishly smart finishing touch on your home. Turn ordinary into extraordinary with switches, dimmers, and solutions that bring inspiration to life.
Turn on ingenuity, convenience, and great looks with an array of awe-inspiring new solutions from the adorne collection. Whether you choose to switch, tap, touch, or wave, adorne brightens your life with style.

Some switches light rooms. Others, your imagination.

Get inspired with interactive planning tools, videos, and stunning room imagery at beautifulswitch.com.
Dimming is only the beginning. Do more than adjust the lights with dimmer switches that come in innovative Touch, sofTap and Wi-Fi-ready options.

Our Tru-Universal dimmers are the ONLY dimmers that work with every light type: Incandescent, Halogen, LED, Compact fluorescent (CFL), Magnetic low voltage (MLV), Electronic low voltage (ELV) and Dimmable fluorescent. Solve all your dimming needs with the purchase of our Tru-Universal Dimmer. at beautifulswitch.com.

Get inspired with interactive planning tools, videos, and stunning room imagery at beautifulswitch.com.
Outlets that are there when you need them, how you need them – and not when you don’t. Choose from an array of innovative adorn outlets that were designed with your devices and room setups in mind and explore options to customize color and size.

**OUTLETS**

- Tamper-Resistant Outlet
- Tamper-Resistant GFCI
- Energy-Saving ON/OFF Outlet
- Half-Size USB Outlet
- Wi-Fi-Ready ON/OFF Outlet
- Dual USB Plus-Size Outlet Combo
- Plus-Size Tamper-Resistant Outlet
- Pop-Out® Outlet

NEW COLOR!

- Dual USB Plus-Size Outlet Combo
- Plus-Size Tamper-Resistant Outlet

OUTLET OPTIONS

- Gloss White
- Switch
- Wallplate
Wall plates become fashion plates with dozens of dazzling options, including metals, woods, leather, and vibrant colors. You accessorize your wardrobe — now it’s your home’s turn for some fun.

You can choose a style as interesting as yours.

- **WALL PLATE:** BRUSHED STAINLESS
- **SWITCH:** SENSASWITCH MANUAL-ON/TIMED-OFF

**Materials:**
- **CAST METALS:** Stainless Steel, Bronze, Antique Bronze, Aged Brass, Brushed Nickel, Satin Nickel
- **PLASTIC:** Satin, Gloss, Mirror, Matte, Black, Cherry, Almond, Shadow, White, Bronze, Brushed Stainless, Satin Brass
- **REAL MATERIALS:** Woods, Leathers, Minerals, Metals, Plastics

**FINISHES:**
- Brushed
- Satin
- Frosted
- Mirror
- Aged
- Antiqued
- Blackened
- Burnished
- Burnished Brass
- Dark Smoked Pewter
- Natural Iron
- Rust
- Wenge
- Matte
- Nickel
- Oil Rubbed Bronze
- Oil Rubbed Nickel
- Polished
- Powder
- Polished Nickel
- Plated Nickel
- Satin Nickel
- Satin Bronze
- Satin Brass
- Stainless Steel
- Stainless Steel Nickel
- Steel
- Truffle
- Truffle Nickel
- Tuscan Sand
- Walls Plate
- White
- White Nickel
- Wood
- Bronze
- Gold
- Iron
- Nickel
- Stainless Steel
- White Nickel
- White
- Brass
- Nickel
- Steel
A FRESH IDEA FOR COOKING LIGHT.

Have power galore without a single outlet in plain sight. Plug in lights to make the dark places shine. The adorne collection brings illumination to your kitchen with easily swappable outlets, lighting options, USB ports, music, and, most of all, flexibility.

LINEAR LIGHTING

Get inspired with interactive planning tools, videos, and stunning room imagery at www.adornemyhome.com.
Live More.
Wire Less.

Have your house welcome you home with a lights-on preset. Use a smart phone app to save energy and add security features. Life is richer (and sweeter) with adorne Wi-Fi solutions.

App-based lighting control for the home

How it Works

1. Replace any standard light switch with a Wi-Fi ready switch or dimmer.
2. Plug the Hub into your home network.
3. Download the Legrand Lighting Control app.
4. Easily set up your custom lighting settings. Enjoy!

Get inspired with interactive planning tools, videos, and stunning room imagery at www.beautifulswitch.com.
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